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FOREWORD

The document at hand, the TDR General Operations Guide (GoG) is an attempt in a general
way to describe how TDR operates under the Strategy 2000-2005. The document is not
intended to replace or substitute specific Standard Operations Procedures (SOPs), manuals,
etc., it is rather to provide a general overview and understanding of 'why' and 'how', thus
linking strategy with tactics and operations.

The target audiences of the document are TDR staff, steering committee members, funding
partners, and others who need to know about the general operation of the Programme.

The GoG reflects how TDR works as of September 2002. Because the way the programme
will operate under the new strategy is significantly different from the past, the process of
preparing the guide was deemed as important as the final product itself, and the working
draft has therefore gone through a long internal process of dialogue, evolution, and
refinement.

1. A predecessor, the ‘Operational Planning Guide 2002-03', was first reviewed by the Line
Managers in August 2001.

2. The penultimate draft of the above was reviewed by the SMTeam in September 2001.

3. The final Operational Planning Guide 2002-03 was distributed to all staff in September
2001.

4. Draft 1 of the General Operations Guide 2002-03 was first reviewed by SMTeam in
November 2001.

5. Draft 2 was distributed to all staff for comments on 20 November 2001.

6. Draft 2 was presented to Standing Committee on 27 November 2001 to confirm direction
and report on progress in operationalising the strategy.

7. Key elements of the guide were discussed during the P-Staff retreat in January 2002 to
facilitate internalisation and further refinement.

8. The penultimate draft GoG was then distributed to all staff in March 2002 for comments.

9. The penultimate draft GoG went through a final review by the SMTeam in May 2002.

10. A small working group was established to finalize section 3.3 on steering committees and
the final version of this section was circulated to all SMTeam members for final input in
July 2002.

11. The content of section 7.4 on evaluation was reviewed and further developed in a special
session of the SMTeam in July 2002, a final draft version will be reviewed electronically
by the SMTeam members in November and December 2002 and included in Revision 2.

12. The final guide (Revision 1) was reviewed by Director, TDR, and printed and available for
use in September 2002.

13. Revision 2 of the guide was issued for the JCB(26) reflecting updates on Steering
Committee Manager, Disease Research Coordinator.

14. Revision 3 of the guide is envisaged in mid-2003.

Erik Blas
Programme Manager, TDR
Geneva 28 September, 2002
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the Strategy 2000 – 2005, the way in which TDR operates has changed significantly.
The 2002 – 2003 biennium will be the first biennium where this change will be fully obvious
and felt in all aspects of the Programme’s operations. The Programme Budget 2002-2003,
which was approved by JCB(24) embodies this change in that it is output, rather than input
based as was the case earlier; and in that a very large proportion of the income is foreseen
to originate from designated contributions as compared to the primarily undesignated nature
of contributions before 1998-99.

Key operational features of the Strategy:

• The Strategy identifies the driving force of TDR to be its operational capabilities, i.e., the
ability to receive and disburse funds, while applying efficient leadership, project and
knowledge management to developing solutions to public health problems caused by
TDR target diseases and affecting poor and marginalized populations.

• TDR has three levels of management, i.e., (1) Strategic Management Team (SMTeam),
chaired by Director, TDR, and symbolised in the Strategy by a triangle, its sides
consisting of the Functional Coordinators (FC), the Disease Research Coordinators
(DRC) and the Programme Manager. The strategic management is concerned with
managing the overall product portfolio of TDR. (2) Line Management consisting of
functional coordinators, the overall disease research coordinator, the Programme
Manager and the Director. The line management is concerned with the management of
resources, including money, personnel and time. (3) product management concerned
with the actual R&D processes.

• TDRs budget and plans are prepared and monitored in a matrix format with the seven
Expected Results and ten Target Diseases being the two dimensions of the matrix.
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2. TDR’S GOVERNANCE AND ADVISORY STRUCTURE

TDR is a special programme co-sponsored by UNDP, World Bank, and WHO. TDR’s highest
authority is the Joint Co-ordinating Board (JCB) which is composed of 12 governments
representatives selected by the contributors, 12 government representatives selected by the
WHO regional committees, three members designated by the JCB itself from among the
remaining cooperating parties, and the three co-sponsoring agencies. The three co-
sponsoring agencies constitute the Standing Committee, which carries oversight of TDR
between the meeting of the JCB. JCB(25) decided that for future meetings of the Standing
Committee both the chair and the vice chair of the JCB will participate. WHO is the executing
agency and appoints the Special Programme Coordinator and the TDR Director.

The Director and the JCB are advised by the Scientific and Technical Advisory Committee
(STAC) which is composed of 15 to 18 scientists selected by the executing agency and
endorsed by the JCB. The STAC provides a continuous independent evaluation of the
scientific and technical aspects of all activities of the Special Programme (for further details,
please see TDR basic documents TDR/GEN/01.3)

Figure1:  Linkages between TDR's governing and advisory bodies

Director, TDR, is further advised by a number of Steering Committees covering the different
aspects of the Programme's work (for a full list of Steering Committees, see Annex I). These
Steering Committees review the specific work plans in, e.g., vaccines, implementation
research, capacity building, etc., as well as R&D proposals for funding and make
recommendations to the Director. The Steering Committees may also recommend
establishment of Product Development Teams (PDT) to implement defined time-limited tasks
and with distinct budgets, see section 3.3.

The Director may further decide to establish ad hoc Scientific Working Groups (SWG) to
address specific scientific issues. Currently, two SWGs are foreseen per year to review the
R&D needs and opportunities for the TDR target diseases, thus covering all ten diseases in
five years.
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3. ORGANIZATION OF WORK

TDR’s scientific work is organized in a matrix structure with Expected Results (Box 1) and
Diseases as the two dimensions, as illustrated below in Figure 2.

Figure 2:  TDR disease-function matrix
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3.1 OUTPUT-BASED PLANNING AND BUDGETING

As a result of shifting from input to output based planning and budgeting, resources are now
allocated by Expected Results and Diseases. This means that no organizational unit or
person apriori are allocated any resources. Through the prioritization process described in
this section and section 4, a product portfolio for the entire Programme is established and the
responsibility for implementation of the R&D products is then assigned to appropriate
steering committees and individual product managers together with the resources. The
output based planning and budgeting means that the use of resources (input) is justified by
the result (output) it produces, rather than by right or custom. Output based budgeting also
means that the total cost of producing a product should be taken into account, i.e., the 'true'
cost should be established, including direct costs , such as research contracts, direct staff
time, travel, etc. as well as the indirect costs, such as cost of steering committees, office
rental, service charges, administration, etc.
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Box 1.  Expected Result1

A. New basic knowledge about the biological, social, economic, health systems, and behavioural
determinants, and other factors of importance for effective control of infectious diseases generated and
accessible at national and international levels.

B. New and improved tools for use in infectious disease prevention and control, e.g., drugs, vaccines,
diagnostics, epidemiological tools, environmental tools, etc. developed.

C. New and improved intervention methods for applying existing and new tools at the clinical and community
levels developed and validated.

D. New and improved strategies and policies for large-scale implementation of existing and new prevention
and control methods developed, validated and guidance required for application in national control
settings accessible.

E. Partnerships established, and adequate support for research and product development capacity building
in countries provided.

F. Adequate technical information, research guidelines and instruments, and advice accessible to partners
and clients in countries.

G. Resources for research, product development, and capacity building efficiently mobilized and managed.

3.2 FUNCTIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Following the adoption of the Strategy 2000-2005, functions and responsibilities have been
redefined for several staff2. As a consequence of the matrix structure of the budget and the
output orientation, the Programme has developed a strategic and project-mode, or in TDR
terminology3 product-mode of operation. A schematic representation of the mode of
operation is given in Figure 3.

3.2.1 STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT TEAM (SMTEAM)

The prime responsibility of the SMTeam is to manage TDR’s product portfolio, to match the
needs for new products for control and the opportunities of science, i.e., the push and the
pull. The SMTeam takes decisions on inclusion or exclusion of products from the portfolio
and operates in a formal way. Participation is obligatory for the members, there are set
agendas, analyses and proposals for decision must be distributed to the members one week
in advance of the meeting where a topic is scheduled. Decision notes are prepared and
communicated to all staff immediately following the meeting.

                                                
1 For more details, please see Strategy 2000-2005 and Disease Strategic Emphasis Matrix. NB! The text for
Expected Result D has been modified slightly as compared to the text in the strategy for purpose of clarity.
2 Generic and specific post descriptions are being reworked between June and November 2002. This may
lead to some modification in this section which will be reflected in Rev.2, scheduled for mid 2003.
3 TDR has adopted the term ‘product’ rather than ‘project’ for several reasons: (1) to avoid confusion with
the individual projects funded for specific pieces of research and captured in TDRs Information
Management System (TIMS), (2) to be intuitively close to the terminology used in the WHO Activities
Management System (AMS). The notion or concept of what constitutes a product varies across the fields
and disciplines of research that TDR is involved in. The decision to use ‘product’ for both the process and
the output, therefore is a compromise.
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Figure 3: Functioning of the Strategic Management Team (SMTeam)

3.2.2 FUNCTIONAL COORDINATORS

There are four functional coordinators, i.e., Basic and Strategic Research (STR), Product
Research and Development (PRD), Intervention Development and Implementation Research
(IDE), and Research Capability Strengthening (RCS). The Functional Coordinators have
formal line managerial responsibilities vis-à-vis the Steering Committee and Product
Managers and the Products. Functional Coordinators are concerned with managing the
inputs to the production processes, i.e., ‘how well’ the R&D processes are commencing,
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Figure 4:  Disease Research Coordinators are hubs in wide networks of international disease
expertise

Figure 4 above depicts some of the major mechanisms that the DRCs have at hand to aid
their analysis. Once in the strategic planning cycle (six years) each DRC organizes a major
international review [Scientific Working Group], of the disease to set global priorities from
which TDR, based on its comparative advantage, selects its strategic emphases for that
particular disease. In between the Scientific Working Groups, the DRCs work closely with
WHO colleagues in TDR-WHO Disease Reference Groups, which may have been
particularly established for the purpose or form part of existing collaboration between
research and control. In addition, the DRCs must maintain links with a broad range of
individuals relevant to the disease through direct contact or through the interactive web page
that the DRCs will maintain for each of the TDR target diseases.
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The Programme Manager co-manages with and supports the Programme Director in the
strategic management of TDR. Key to implementing the strategy is the matrix structure, the
mechanisms for priority setting and operation of the various organizational entities and
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decisions by the SMTeam.
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The Programme Manager, by delegation of Director, is responsible for the day-to-day
management of the programme ensuring: adherence to established budgets and plans;
smooth administration; and continuous development and improvement of processes,
administrative and managerial tools and procedures. The Programme Manager is also
responsible for coordinating TDR communications, advocacy, and fundraising as well as for
the general staff management and development of the Programme.

3.2.5 PROGRAMME DIRECTOR

The Programme Director is the principal member of the SMTeam holding the authority of the
Programme. The Director consults with the members of the SMTeam and the Line Managers
as appropriate to take the final decision. The Programme Director's main concern is with the
strategic management of the Programme, including: partnership and network building;
advocacy and resource mobilization; the relationship with the executing agency (WHO) as
well as the other co-sponsors (World Bank and UNDP).

3.3 SCIENTIFIC REVIEW AND OVERSIGHT

As indicated in figure 1, the Director, TDR, is advised by a number of committees, including
the Scientific and Technical Advisory Committee (STAC) and a series of steering
committees. All these committees provide external scientific and technical input and review
to the programme

3.3.1 STEERING COMMITTEES

The scientific backbone of TDR is peer review processes exercised through a number of
Steering Committees (SC), covering TDR's major areas of work, see Annex I.

The Steering Committees are characterized by:

• Members are all external to and independent of TDR.

• They must declare their interests.

• The Director, TDR, appoints members.

• The lifetime of a SC is determined by overall TDR strategic and organizational concerns,
i.e., not related to the life cycle of specific products.

Steering Committees have the following general terms of reference:

• To develop scientific workplans based on the products of TDR's Product Portfolio,
assigned to the Steering Committee, see figure 5.

• To review the relevance, scientific quality, budgets and disbursement plans for all
research projects related to Products in its portfolio and make recommendations on
funding to the Director, TDR.

• To technically and scientifically monitor progress of all its research activities.

• To annually evaluate progress of each Product and project and make recommendations
for continuation, revision or termination.

• To prepare biennial progress reports for the Products in the portfolio.

• To identify and advise on new scientific opportunities.

• To develop specific work plans and budgets for the Products within its portfolio based on
TDR's strategic emphasis matrix and in line with the values, goals, and objectives of the
Programme.
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• Identify scientists and institutions through open or invited calls for applications to carry
out research and development projects for Products within its portfolio.

• To identify and develop opportunities for involvement of DEC scientists and develop
relevant research training activities in coordination with other Steering Committees as
appropriate.

Steering Committees may delegate management of specific products to Product
Development Teams (PDT), see 3.3.2 below.

Each Steering Committee is managed by a Steering Committee Manager supported by a
designated technical assistant. These staff support all the functions of the Steering
Committee and have specific responsibility for:

• Process management, including preparations, documentation, and follow up to meetings
of the Committee.

• Preparation of project documentation that is required for ethical clearance (SCRIHS-
review) and follow up on SCRIHS recommendation.

• Project portfolio management in both scientific, financial, and administrative terms,
including opening and closing of project in TDR's Information Management System
(TIMS), reporting on the milestones set for each product in the portfolio, meeting process
benchmarks, etc.

• Implementation of special initiatives as recommended by the Steering Committee.

• Facilitating a posteriori evaluation of products developed under the auspices of the
committee.

• Ensuring coordination, collaboration, and sharing of information with relevant committees
and staff within TDR.

3.3.2 PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT TEAMS

Some Products require intensive involvement of a range of external expertise for its
development. For these Products, Product Development Teams (PDTs) may be established
with the following general characteristics:

• PDTs are concerned with the development of specific products.

• PDTs are time-limited, i.e., the lifetime of a PDT is limited to the product development
cycle of the specific product, i.e., not exceeding the 'success date'.

• PDTs have two types of members, i.e.,

� three members, who are external to TDR and independent, i.e., they are not paid by
TDR and neither they nor their host institution are financial beneficiaries of decisions
taken/recommendations made by the PDT. Only these members take decisions that
have financial implications. These members may or may not also be members of the
overseeing Steering Committee and one of them will be the chairperson for the PDT.

� A number of members who are directly involved with the implementation of the product,
e.g., principal investigators of projects associated with and funded under the Product.

� 

• PDT members are appointed by the Director, TDR

PDTs have the following general terms of reference:

• To prepare a detailed development work plan and budget for the Product in question
which would efficiently use resources and would be in synchrony with the Product
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specifications in the Product Portfolio Database.  It would adhere to the General
Operations Guide and be in line with the values, goals and objectives of TDR.

• Identify scientists and institutions through open or invited calls for applications to carry
out research and development projects for the Product.

• To identify and develop opportunities for involvement of DEC scientists and develop
relevant research training activities in coordination with other activities of TDR.

• To review the relevance, scientific quality, budgets and disbursement plans for all
research projects related to the Product and make recommendations on funding to
Director, TDR.

• To financially, technically and scientifically monitor progress of all its research activities.

• To annually evaluate progress of each individual project as well as for the Product as a
whole and make recommendations for continuation, revision or termination.

• To prepare annual progress reports for the Products to the relevant Steering
Committee(s).

• To identify and advise on new scientific opportunities.

The R&D-driven capacity building initiatives (RCS Plus) are managed by an Initiative Team
following the same general terms of reference of a PDT. The external members and TDR
staff involved should represent both, the RCS area and the corresponding R&D committee.
The appointment will be made by the Director, TDR.  RCS-Plus products are planned and
budgeted simultaneously in Expected Result Area E, the capacity building component, as
well in the corresponding R&D Expected Result Areas A to D.

Each PDT is managed by a Product Manager, who may be any TDR staff member, e.g., a
Steering Committee Manager, a long-term staff covering several Products or functions, or a
short-term staff recruited for development of one, two, or more specific Products. The
responsibilities of a Product Manager include:

• Day-to-day management of the development process includes: technical aspects,
timelines [milestones], finances, communication with the PDT and relevant TDR staff, etc.

• Process management includes: preparations, documentation, and follow up to meetings
of the PDT.

• Timely reporting to the responsible Steering Committee cum Steering Committee
Manager, any technical and financial issues of importance, whether routine or ad hoc.

• Obtaining external independent evaluations if necessary, e.g., in cases when a member
of the PDT is a candidate for work to be commissioned by the PDT.

3.3.3 SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

The Scientific and Technical Advisory Committee (STAC) is part of the overall governance
structure of TDR and is defined in the Memorandum of Understanding of the Programme (see
TDR Basic Documents TDR/GEN/01.3). The members of the STAC are nominated by Director,
TDR and appointed by the JCB. STAC members are external to and independent of TDR. That
is, they are not members of any TDR Steering Committee, nor are they recipients of grants
from TDR.
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The functions of STAC include:

• Providing strategic advice on scientific and technical issues related to the goals and
objectives of the programme to Director, TDR and the JCB

• Overseeing, at a strategic level the entire product portfolio of TDR, including the strategic
emphasis and priority-setting of the Programme and the work of the individual Steering
Committees.

The responsible officer for the STAC is the Programme Director, supported by the
Programme Manager and the Disease Research Strategy Coordinator.
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4. THE TDR PLANNING PROCESS

4.1 STRATEGIC FRAME WORK FOR THE PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

TDR’s product portfolio is developed and maintained within a strategic framework composed
of two elements: the disease strategy and the research capacity strengthening strategy.

4.1.1 DISEASE STRATEGIC EMPHASES

Through the work of the DRCs, strategies are set for each of the target diseases with respect
to the goals, objectives for each of the expected results as defined in the Strategy 2000-
2005. The disease strategies are expressed in the Disease Strategic Emphases Matrix,
which is attached to and approved by the JCB in the Programme Budget. The Matrix is
updated annually, reviewed by the SMTeam and STAC, and forms the basis for inclusion
and exclusion of products.

4.1.2 RESEARCH CAPACITY STRATEGIC EMPHASES

The strategic approach to attaining TDR’s capacity building goal and objective is captured in
two Research Capacity Strategic Emphases matrices, one for each of the major directions of
the Programme’s research capacity building efforts. These matrices are attached to the
programme budget and approved by the JCB. They are further updated once per year,
reviewed by the SMTeam and STAC.

Figure 5: Overview of TDR's work planning process
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4.2 THE PRODUCT PORTFOLIO DATABASE

The Product Master Sheet (PMS) is the key planning instrument for the output-based
approach to planning and budgeting and provides the core of the TDR product portfolio
database. The idea of the PMS is to clearly up-front define and link all activities to the
strategic emphases of the programme and to limit duplication of information and of work by
‘re-using’ the same information for planning, monitoring, donor reporting, scientific
communication, and by maintaining the information across biennia. For further details of the
PMS, see Annex II.

TDR will continue to use the AMS as its main financial management tool and all staff are
encouraged to take the basic training courses that will allow them to do simple financial
queries using this tool.

Communication with the TDR product portfolio database will be established so that products
and budget ceilings can be programmed into the AMS. The Product Portfolio Database will
be the repository4 of information which needs to be carried across from one biennium to
another.

• In a given biennium, products will not be actioned before both the PMS has been
satisfactorily completed and resources are available, i.e., if either is missing,
implementation cannot start.

• The Functional Coordinators are responsible for the process within their units, including
appropriate information, delegation, instruction, and timely submission of a completed
PMS.

• Content and relevance quality assurance will be done by FC and DRC, who will
collectively sign-off the PMS.

• A PMS is not complete unless it is accepted by PPM and signed off by both FC and DRC.

4.2.1 NEW PRODUCTS

New products may be formulated and included in the product portfolio during the biennium.
These new products must be within the frame of the either or both the disease or capacity
building strategic emphases (see above). Prior to presentation, a full PMS for the product
must be presented to and cleared by the Programme Manager (see Annex II).

Process

1. Any TDR staff member can propose a new product(s) to be added to the TDR portfolio
but they need to be sponsored by one or more member(s) of the SMTeam (Product
sponsor). Where appropriate the chair of the relevant Steering Committee is consulted.

2. PPM will review the proposed product with respect to the standard format and TDR
guidelines (Annex II).

3. Final version of the proposed product is submitted for presentation to the SMTeam (10
days before the meeting) by PPM.

4. The sponsoring SMTeam member(s) present at the SMTeam meeting.

5. SMTeam will review the product with respect to TDR strategy including disease strategic
emphasis, etc.

                                                
4 The AMS is a biennial tool and cannot carry forward any historical information , which will have to be ‘re-entered’
each biennium. As most of TDR’s products are multi-year, it has been necessary to establish the separate
Product Portfolio Database.
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6. If/when approved by the SMTeam PPM will update the product portfolio database

Before a new product can be actioned, funding must be secured, pledged in writing and
verified by the Programme Manager.

4.2.2 MODIFICATION TO EXISTING PRODUCTS IN THE PORTFOLIO

Changes made to individual products in the portfolio are either for tactical [operational] or
strategic purposes. Tactical changes are either dealt with in consultation between relevant
Line Manager and Programme Manager, or by the Line Managers Meeting if it has
implication for more than one organizational unit of TDR.

Strategic changes are presented to and approved by the SMTeam.

Process

1. FC will contact PPM to suggest changes to portfolio at least two weeks prior to the Line
Manager- or SMTeam meeting in which the change may eventually have to be presented
for approval.

2. PPM will prepare a change report and depending on the nature of the change (see Table
1), the proposed change will be presented and approved by relevant body.

3. PPM will update the changes to portfolio and inform the Functional and Disease
Research Coordinators as well as other relevant staff about the changes made.

4. PPM will adjust the AMS and TIMS as required.

5. PPM will update the web module.

4.2.3 TERMINATION/DISCONTINUATION OF PRODUCTS

Products may be terminated or discontinued at any time during the biennium, e.g., for any of
the following reasons:

• Lack of scientific feasibility, e.g., a drug has proven toxic, in-efficacious.

• The product is no longer relevant to control.

• Lack of funds.

• New opportunities and/or overriding priorities have emerged.

Process

1. Any TDR staff member can propose the termination of any product in the TDR portfolio
but the proposal for termination needs to be sponsored by at least one member of the
SMTeam who will present it to the meeting.

2. The SMTeam member submits a termination proposal to PPM stating the reasons for the
request (10 days prior to the meeting).

3. PPM includes the proposal in the documentation for the SMTeam meeting.
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Table 1: Authorities for making strategic and tactic changes to the Product Portfolio Database

 Item (database fields)

 See annex II

Individual Functional
Coordinator with

Programme Manager

Line Managers
Meeting

SMTeam Meeting

Index x

Short Title: x x

Descriptive Title: x

Product Manager: x (x)5

Expected Result x

Strategic indicator x

Responsible Functional Team x

Disease Proportion of budget x

Funding Status x

Responsible Steering Committee: x

Control Need x

R&D Product/ Process x

Operations budget x

Operations Support budget x

Approved FTE-P x

Approved FTE-G x

Impact on & Links with Capacity building x

Partners x

Success Criteria: x

Success date x

Milestones

• Description x

• Achievement date x

• Percentage Achieved x

• Comments x

Critical Resource x

Brief Narrative: x

Year Product Started in TDR: x

Names Of TDR Staff Involved x

Name of Lead researchers involved x

Critical decisions taken x

Crises and how they were overcome x

The next phase? TDR Potential role x

Cost in next phase x

Risks and assumptions x

                                                
5 If the change involves shift to staff under different supervision
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4. SMTeam reviews and makes a decision.

5. PPM take the necessary action to terminate the product in collaboration with the relevant
Functional Coordinator.

Resources that are freed up by a termination will be re-deployed within the strategic
emphasis (see Annex IV).

4.2.4 CLOSING OF SUCCESSFUL PRODUCTS

Once a product has been successfully completed, i.e., the success criteria have been met, a
formal closing of the product should be undertaken. This will include review and update of
the PMS in terms of costs and partners involved, whether the results were as expected, and
lessons to be learned. The Product Manager will prepare a report to be submitted to the
SMTeam by the relevant Functional Coordinator. The SMTeam or Programme Director may
decide to undertake an a posteriori evaluation of the product, see section 7.4.

4.3 PROGRAMME BUDGET

The Programme operates under biennial budgets. These budgets are prepared on the basis
of an anticipated income and in response to the strategic emphases. The Programme Budget
presents the resource frame for the biennium and is presented to the JCB at its session prior
to commencement of the biennium. Key to the Programme Budget is the relative budget
distribution between diseases, expected results areas, as well as between budget elements
(operations, operational support, personnel). During the biennium, the Programme Budget
may be revised as outlined in Annex IV.

4.4 WORKING BUDGET

The Working Budget is the financial tool used by programme management to steer the
finances during the course of implementing the Programme Budget. The Working Budget
sets ad hoc budget ceilings based on availability of funds. For Products financed from
undesignated funds, the working budget ceiling is normally set as a flat percentage of the
total Approved Programme Budget - this percentage is then adjusted as the biennium
progresses and certainty increases about actual undesignated income. For Products to be
funded from designated sources, ceilings are set according to actual availability of funds.

The Working Budget takes precedence over any other budget, including the Approved
Programme Budget and the budgets associated with each Product in the Product Database.
The Working Budget ceilings are set by the Programme Manager, in consultation with the
Programme Director.

4.5 SCIENTIFIC WORK PLANS

Based on availability of the Working Budget, the Steering Committees will develop detailed
workplans for the Committee's work and for each of the products in its portfolio. As the
funding situation is rarely definite, this will often involve contingency planning. The Scientific
Work Plans are the basis for the calls for proposals from researchers and are normally
posted on TDR's web-site.
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5. OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES DRIVING FORCE AND 
OUTPUT- BASED BUDGETING

The relative distribution at the overall Programme level between the three budget elements:
operations, personnel services, and operational support, and of 70-20-10 reflects TDR’s
operational capabilities driving force, i.e., the strive for efficiency in scientific and administrative
management of research resources. The distribution between these budget elements is one of
the key indicators monitored by the JCB. The Standing Committee, STAC and JCB
reconfirmed in 2001 that the Programme should comply with this split between the budget
elements.

The introduction of output based planning and budgeting, as well as the increased proportion
of the Programmes income which comes from designated resources, has necessitated
introduction of some new cost concepts and principles. In output based planning and
budgeting, it is important to get as close as possible to knowing the true cost of an output
(product). The bulk of the true or total cost of a product is constituted by the direct costs , which
are directly associated with the production process, i.e., research contracts and meetings
(operations), duty travel and consultants (operational support), and time and cost of staff
directly involved in the production process (personnel). However, the direct costs do not
constitute all the costs associated with the production, there are also a number of indirect
costs. Indirect costs cover functions which are necessary for the delivery of the product, but
which are difficult to directly associate with each product. Examples of indirect costs are part of
the functional coordinators' and their secretaries' salaries, as well as some of their operational
support activities. Other examples of indirect costs are capacity costs at the Programme level,
including TDR management and service costs, WHO administrative and legal costs, cost of
overall scientific processes, such as disease review and Steering Committees, etc. Table 2
shows the products that are considered as indirect costs.

Table 2:  Products regarded as indirect costs

Product Index Short title

A-E.00.00 Review

F.13.03 Publication of guidelines, manuals and educational materials

F.13.04 Publication and dissemination of scientific and technical information

F.13.05 Scientific and technical Information - Disease coordination

F.13.06 Scientific Steering Committees

G.13.01 Advocacy and resource mobilization (including Programme Report)

G.13.02 A posteriori and value for money evaluations

G.13.03 Electronic/Web based protocol for enhancing grant processing

G.13.04 Fourth External Review

G.13.05 Joint Coordinating Board

G.13.06 STAC

G.13.07 Staff Development

G.13.08 Standing Committee

G.13.09 Administrative Support (WHO)

G.13.10 TDR General Management

G.13.11 TDR Information Technology Support
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This approach means that the total budget for all products on average and regardless of their
source of funding will consist of a direct cost element (90%) and an indirect cost element
(10%). For an example of costing a product, see Annex V.

5.1 DIRECT COSTS

Because the overall budget element distribution of 70-20-10 between Operations, Personnel,
and Operational Support applies to the overall Programme level, and because the indirect
costs mentioned above mainly are composed of Personnel and Operational Support Costs,
translating the distribution to the individual product level [expected results A to E6] leads to
the following guide for Personnel and Operational Support costs:

• Personnel

� 1 P-FTE7 per $2,200,000 operations budget
� 1 G-FTE7 per $2,700,000 operations budget

• Operational Support
� Must be less than 4% of the operations budget

It is the responsibility of the Functional Coordinator to ensure that the above guide is applied
for the development of product budgets.  This is so that overall conformity can be ensured for
the combined products of the Steering Committees within their functional area.

Individual staff who are negotiating with potential donors, need to take this into consideration.
Exceptions to this policy will not be accepted unless PPM has been involved directly in the
early stages of negotiation and authorized by Programme Director. See also Annex IV on
procedures for budget revision as well as section 4 of this document.

5.1.1 OPERATIONS

Operations covers contracted services, participation in R&D workshops, training, etc..
Scientific/technical meetings that are part of the research development processes, i.e., not
deciding on allocation of grants or contracts, can be covered under Operations. However,
there are different AMS codes for meetings and other research costs to enable monitoring of
the relative distribution between the two. The operations will be captured in the TDR
Information Management System (TIMS) and monitored in terms of ‘disease’ and
‘geographical’ distribution of expenditures, which must reflect the disease budget targets as
well as the basic values of TDR [contractual instruments include Technical Services
Agreements (TSA), Agreements for Performance of Work (APW), Exchange of letters,
Travel Authorizations (TAs) for temporary advisors and participants, other than mentioned
above].

The first level monitoring of the above is the Functional Coordinators' responsibility.

                                                
6 For details of Expected Results, please see section 3.1 or the Strategy 2000-2005, page 16
7 P-FTE and G-FTE are professional and general service staff full-time-equivalents respectively
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5.1.2 PERSONNEL SERVICES

This includes all personnel costs related to:

• All individuals who work from the premises of TDR regardless of how they are recruited,
i.e., which type of contract TDR has with them.

• All individuals who are contracted as fixed- or short-term staff, or as consultants (more
than three months), regardless of from where they perform the contracted duties.
Trainees are part of capacity building and could be financed from a capacity building
product (Operations).

Average biennial unit costs used for the Approved Programme Budget 2002-03 are $320,000
for professionals (all grades) and $185,000 for general service staff (all grades).

The overall FTE-ceiling for each product is given in the product portfolio. Within each
functional area [Unit], the P & G FTE’s of all the [funded] products belonging to Steering
Committees within that area are added up and multiplied with the budget unit-cost to
establish a personnel budget for each functional area.

It is the responsibility of the respective Functional Coordinator to manage this 'pooled'
personnel budget, ensuring that:

• the budget ceiling for personnel is not exceeded, while adhering to all commitments to
short- and fixed-term staff, and

• that all the [funded] products contributing to the pool are implemented.

5.1.3 OPERATIONAL SUPPORT

This budget element includes the following:

1. The product specific operational support budgets are held by the product manager
responsible for delivering each product. The planned costs are defined in the Product
Master Sheet for each product, this includes

1.1 Duty travel of personnel as defined above.

1.2 Consultants employed for less than three months. Consultants employed for over
three month are considered personnel (see above).

1.3 Supplies and equipment, e.g., books, etc.

2. Meetings of Steering Committees and other bodies deciding on funding, e.g., reviewing
proposals and making recommendations for funding. The overall budgets for Steering
Committees appear under Expected Result F and is managed by PPM. PPM will
delegate budget to the respective Steering Committee Managers who in turn are
responsible for adhering to the allocated budget ceiling.

 5.2 INDIRECT COSTS

The indirect costs may, when expressed in dollars terms seem large, but relative to the total
budget and in comparison with other similar operations, they are very modest. Programme
management is continuously striving to keep these costs low, while ensuring the best
possible service level.
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The budgets and expenditures for these products are fully transparent to staff and can be
found on the internal TDR shared drive.  For the biennium 2002-2003 the location is
M:\Shared\Finance\TDR Finance Menu\2002-3 Workplans, Allotments & AMS Codes.xls, where
they are kept updated by the Planning and Monitoring Officer.
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6. INCOME AND FUNDING OF PRODUCTS

TDR is 100% funded through voluntary contributions from co-sponsors, governments and
others. TDR covers all of its expenses from these incomes - there is no charge levied by
WHO on the income of the Programme. All administrative support provided by WHO is paid
on a fee-for-service basis.

6.1 UNDESIGNATED CONTRIBUTIONS

Undesignated contributions, which are the preferred mode of contributions, constitutes at the
moment about 60% of all the income to the Programme. Undesignated contributions are
given towards the overall work plan and budget which is presented to, and approved by, the
JCB before the start of the biennium during which it will be implemented.

Contributors giving undesignated contributions believe that priorities should be set based on
needs and scientific opportunities and not on funding opportunities. They are therefore
concerned about designated funding distorting priority setting and that undesignated funds
would become the provider of the infra structure, while designated funds would ‘set the
agenda’. The risk of this happening, of course, increases as the proportion of undesignated
funding decreases.

Based on a forecast of undesignated funds for the following biennium, the Programme
Budget approved by the JCB sets ‘floors’ to protect certain expected results and products
(see Annex III). At the start of the biennium, management establishes a ‘working’ budget
ceiling based on the forecasted availability of undesignated funding. This ceiling will be
adjusted during the course of the biennium based on changes in the forecast. Undesignated
funds which remain unspent at the end of a biennium will be pooled and reallocated to
products in the following biennium according to needs and priorities, i.e., there is no ‘carry-
over’ of undesignated funds at the individual product level.

6.2 DESIGNATED CONTRIBUTIONS

For various reasons, internal to the contributor or as a response to the international political
agendas and drives to mobilize resources, e.g., for specific diseases, some contributors wish
to designate their contributions for specific products.

All designated contributions must, in full or proportionally, contribute to all the budget
elements of a product, including the direct as well as the indirect costs associated with
managing the product.  10% will be invested in supporting infrastructure of the project,
when the contribution is received to cover part of the indirect costs.

The 10% will be allocated as follows:

• Technical intelligence (Products in Expected Result F) = 1.5% of the total contribution

• Management and Administration (Products in Expected Result G) = 8.5% of the total
contribution

The above is not a charge levied on the income, but a reflection of the cost of managing the
product to which the contribution is designated (see Table 2).

A revised policy for receiving designated funds was discussed by an electronic working
group of the JCB and approved by the Standing Committee in November 2001. The text of
the policy is found in Annex III.
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Early in the process of specific negotiation on financing of a product, the total costs to TDR of
that particular product must be established and agreed by PPM (for a sample see Annex V).
Designated funds may be carried-over from one biennium to another at product level.

It is the responsibility of the Functional Coordinator that this is adhered to for each case within
their functional area.

6.3 MIXED FUNDING OF PRODUCTS

It may occasionally happen that there will be products for which both undesignated funding
and designated funding will be used. Examples of this would be when designated funds are
received towards products, which were planned to be funded entirely by undesignated funds,
and when the allocation of some undesignated funds to a specific product will have
significant leverage power, etc. These cases can be complex and decisions must be taken
on a case-by-case basis by Director, TDR and PPM; however, the following general
considerations may apply for mixing TDR undesignated funds with designated funds from:

• Primary donors/contributors, in these cases, i.e., not full funding of the product by the
designating contributor, the products should be given funding status ‘undesignated’, i.e.,
the product will be subject to the general ‘working budget ceilings’ and practice as
outlined in 6.1 above.

• R&D partners, it may for various reasons be decided to channel funds from a R&D
partner through TDR, e.g., for joint field trials. If the undesignated share of the total
budget is more than 25%, the product will be recorded with funding status ‘undesignated’,
if less it will be recorded as ‘designated’. The contribution from undesignated funds will
always be subject to the working budget ceilings, etc. as outlined in 6.1 above.

• Secondary contributors are such organizations which themselves raise funds for research
or control. They may enter into joint funded projects with TDR – the same practice as for
R&D partners will apply.

In all cases, designated funds will be considered as spent first and only the unspent balance
of the designated component will be carried over automatically. Unspent undesignated funds
will return to the pool to be reallocated for the new biennium based on needs and programme
priorities, see also 6.1.
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7. MONITORING AND EVALUATION

7.1 MONITORING

7.1.1 MILESTONE AND BUDGET IMPLEMENTATION

The shift from an input to output based planning and management requires that regular
monitoring at the programme level not only takes into account the inputs (money and staff)
but equally [or even more so] focuses on the outputs. To this effect, well-formulated
milestones become a critical instrument.

During the course of a year, the Line Managers will formally review the project's progress
four times and the SMTeam two times. Each review will include:

• Achievement of milestones in relation to time elapsed

• Budget implementation

There will be four scheduled opportunities per year for updating the database with respect to
Milestone. This frequent updating is also justified by the new approach to donor reporting
(see later).

The main purpose of the review by the Line Managers is to make timely process
adjustments, while the purpose of the SMTeam review is to take strategic decisions, see
section 4.

Process

1. One month before the Line Manger Meeting, PPM will provide the Functional
Coordinators with a print of the current milestones report.

2. FC will organize with the relevant Product/SC Managers the update of their respective
products (achievements- % + comments) directly on the supplied paper copy.

3. Before submitting to PPM [Ten days prior to the Line Manager meeting], the Functional
Coordinators will consult with Disease Research Coordinators.

4. PPM will then update the portfolio database and produce an updated milestone report.

5. The milestone reports will be presented at the Line Manager meeting by each FC.

6. Twice each year each FC will present their milestone reports to the SMTeam.

7.1.2 FEASIBILITY AND RELEVANCE

The Steering Committees will continuously monitor the scientific progress of the products
within its specific portfolio and may recommend to the Director, TDR, to change the level of
funding or discontinue a product based on scientific grounds.

Once per year the Disease Strategic Emphasis Matrix will be updated and the entire TDR
Product Portfolio will be reviewed by the SMTeam in January for relevance, appropriateness,
and adequacy vis-à-vis the strategic emphases. This may lead to some products being
discontinued if they are deemed to no longer correspond to the strategic emphasis. The
outcome of the review is presented to the STAC [in February] for comment and input.
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7.2 PROCESS  BENCHMARKING

The processing of individual research contracts and efficient project management are at the
nucleus of TDR's operational capabilities driving force. This process starts by posting of calls
for applications and ends with technical and administrative closing of the project file. The
process involves numerous steps and can stretch several years. In order to continuously
monitor and improve the processing, a programme of internal process benchmarking will be
launched early 2003.

7.3 FINANCIAL AUDIT

7.3.1 WHO OFFICE OF INTERNAL AUDIT

TDR's financial procedures and practices are subject to audit by WHO internal auditors, who
do ad hoc audits following the schedules and procedures established for WHO as a whole.

7.3.2 EXTERNAL AUDIT

In addition to the above internal audit, TDR's finances are subject to separate independent
external audit. The external auditor provides a report and statement to the JCB in the same
years in which the financial report for the preceding biennium is presented.

7.4 EVALUATION

The evaluation approach for TDR is under development and will be included in Revision 3 of
the GoG due by mid-2003.

7.4.1 EVALUATION INDICATORS

7.4.2 A POSTERIORI EVALUATION

7.4.3 EXTERNAL PROGRAMME REVIEW
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8. BUDGET REVISION

The procedures for budget revision were discussed in an electronic working group of the JCB
and subsequently approved by the Standing Committee in November 2001. The new
procedure is found in Annex III of this guide.

9. REPORTING TO CONTRIBUTORS

The primary route of reporting to the donors will continue to be through the various reports
presented to the JCB, including the financial report, Director’s report, and the Programme
report. Other reporting to designated donors will be kept at a minimum, standardized, and
automated as much as possible in order to limit the demand on staff time, while at the same
time providing each contributor with a satisfactory quality report.

The Product portfolio database will form the primary basis for all reporting to contributors. A
sample standard report format is found as Annex VI. In fact, there are only two pieces of
information that will be done specifically for the event of the reporting. These are: (1) the
‘comments’ to be provided by the Product Manager and cleared by the Steering Committee
Manager, or Functional Coordinator and (2) the financial information to be provided by PPM.

Key to this automated reporting is the Milestones. Only if these are appropriately defined and
regularly updated, will the donor find this reporting acceptable.

The reporting is orchestrated by the Advocacy and Fundraising Officer in PPM.
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ANNEX I: TDR ORGANIZATIONAL UNITS, STEERING 
COMMITTEES, AND D ISEASE RESEARCH 

COORDINATORS

Basic and Strategic Research (STR)

STR [Functional] Coordinator: Ayo Oduola, email: oduolaa@who.int

Steering committees:

1. Pathogenesis and Applied Genomics (PAG)
Manager: Ayo Oduola, email: oduolaa@who.int

2. Molecular Entomology (BCV)
Manager: Yeya Touré, email: tourey@who.int

3. Social, Economical and Behavioural Research (SEB)
Manager: Johannes Sommerfeld, email: sommerfeldj@who.int

Product Research and Development (PRD)

PRD [Functional] Coordinator: Rob Ridley; email: ridley@who.int

Steering Committees

4. Vaccines Discovery Research (VDR)
Manager: Ali Mohammadi (Acting), email: mohammadia@who.int

5. Drug Discovery Research (DDR)
Manager: Mary Bendig (Acting), email: bendigm@who.int

6. Diagnostics and Development Research (DRD)
Manager: Mark Perkins, email: perkinsm@who.int

7. Product Development
Manager: Rob Ridley, email: ridleyr@who.int

Intervention Development and Implementation Research (IDE)

IDE [Functional] Coordinator:Hans Remme, email: remmej@who.int

Steering Committees

8. Proof of Principle (PoP)
Manager: Melba Gomes, email: gomesm@who.int

9. Implementation Research (IR)
Manager: Lindiwe Makubalo (Acting), email: makubalol@who.int
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Research Capability Strengthening (RCS)

RCS [Functional] Coordinator: Fabio Zicker, email: zickerf@who.int

Steering Committees

10. and 11.  Research Strengthening Group (RSG I and RSG II one committee)
Manager: Fabio Zicker, email: zickerf@who.int

12. Multilateral Initiative on Malaria Research in Africa (MIM)
Manager: Olumide Ogundahunsi (Acting), email: ogundahunsio@who.int

 Programme Planning and Management (PPM)

13. Programme Planning and Management (PPM)
Programme Manager: Erik Blas, email: blase@who.int

14. Disease Research Coordination
Disease Research Strategy Coordinator: Janis Lazdins, email: lazdinsj@who.int

Director's Office

15. Director (DIR)
Director: Carlos M. Morel, email: morelc@who.int

Disease Research Coordinators

African Trypanosomiasis Deborah Kioy (Acting) kioyd@who.int

Chagas Disease Janis Lazdins lazdinsj@who.int

Dengue Howard Engers (Acting) engersh@who.int

Leishmaniasis Philippe Desjeux desjeuxp@who.int

Leprosy Howard Engers engersh@who.int

Lymphatic Filariasis Hans Remme remmej@who.int

Malaria Yeya Touré tourey@who.int

Onchocerciasis Hans Remme remmej@who.int

Schistosomiasis Lester Chitsulo chitsulol@who.int

Tuberculosis Philip Onyebujoh onyebujohp@who.int

Other8 Janis Lazdins lazdinsj@who.int

                                                
8 Janis Lazdins, who is the Disease Research Strategic Coordinator, will be responsible for new diseases coming
into the portfolio, until the disease has formally been incorporated into the portfolio or until another solution has
been found
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ANNEX II:  PRODUCT MASTER SHEET                      
  DEFINITION OF KEY CONCEPTS

The Product Master Sheet (PMS) is a database record of all the relevant management
information for each Product/activity in which TDR is involved.

SECTION 1: PRODUCT IDENTIFIERS

The Product identifier section consists of the following:

• Index: The index number consists of three parts (1) indication of the Expected Result [A
to G]; the Steering Committee [1 to 14], see Annex I, and (3) a serial number.

• Short title
• Descriptive title

• Expected result
• Strategic indicator
• Funding status
• Product Manager
• Responsible Steering Committee

• Responsible Functional Team
• Disease proportion
• Funding status
• AMS code, each product will have three AMS codes, two for Operations and one for

Operational Support. The AMS codes will only be valid for the biennium in which they are
issued.

SECTION 2: PRODUCT JUSTIFICATION AND MONITORING

The Product identification and monitoring section consists of:

(Those items marked with '*' will be available in the product directory accessible on the web)

* Control need/Scientific opportunity9

Addresses the basic questions: WHY is TDR involved in this activity? To which need
is the Product a response? The Strategy states that TDR is about producing solutions
to public health problems and defines the end-users as:

“TDR end-users are the poor and marginalized populations in developing endemic countries
who do not have access to appropriate and cost-effective means to prevent and treat their
neglected infectious diseases”

                                                
9 TDR is not doing purely basic research without a purpose, there must always be an idea of resolving a control
problem. However, TDR is not exclusively responding to needs or requests defined by control. It is a balance
between push and pull.
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and it specifically says:

“The resulting solutions to public health problems will emerge from knowledge generated by
research and increased research capacity, and from developing, testing, and validating tool,
intervention methods, and implementation strategies. The products will range from
environmental, through population and systems based interventions, to those aimed at
diagnosing and treating diseases in the individual”

* R & D Product/Process

Describes WHAT  TDR will be doing, i.e., briefly describing the process and the role
that TDR will have in this process. The Strategy says:

“TDR acts as a catalyst. It facilitates the R&D agenda through setting priorities, funding
projects, and providing services in the form of technical guidance, capacity building, and
brokerage for bringing together partners who have the comparative advantages required to
make end-products become realities.”

Impact on and links to partnership and capacity building:

Defines WHO and HOW. TDR is characterised, not only by the direct outputs it
produces but also by the way and with whom it works. The Strategy states:

“TDR has unique operational capabilities which allow it to bring together the world’s leading
researchers and product developers, from both public and private sectors and both developing
and developed countries, to address the public health problems related to neglected infectious
diseases.”

Two of TDR’s basic values defined in the Strategy are relevant in this respect:

“Knowledge is a crucial element in health improvement, and attainment of self-reliance in
research and development in disease endemic countries is key to sustainability.”

“Closing the global gap in research and product development, between the rich and the poor
and marginalized populations suffering from neglected infectious diseases, requires
collaboration and partnership between public and private sectors and involvement of research,
planning and implementing agencies at international, national, and local levels, as well as the
targeted populations.”

In particular for the RCS Plus products, the links between the R&D and the capacity
building components must be made clear by cross-referencing to the Product
Indexes.

* Success Criteria

Describes the particular and immediate OUTPUT  of the product, i.e., what is
expected to have been produced when the product's R&D-cycle has successfully
been completed. It is important to distinguish the output of TDR’s activities from what
could be the possible outcome or impact of applying that output in, e.g., a control
situation.
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* Success Criteria will be met

Defines the DATE when TDR is expected to deliver the output. The date is defined by
month and year.

* Milestones

Milestones are major achievements in the product's R&D-cycle towards meeting the
success criteria – delivering the final output. A milestone involves a discrete, clear,
and measurable state that a product will reach and the time at which this is expected
to have happened. Milestones are not process, rather they are intermediate
accomplishments with a date mark. A meeting is therefore not a milestone
however, the outcome of the meeting could be, e.g., ‘consensus on the priorities
for…’, ‘protocols for multilevel globalization research’, etc.

Each product R&D cycle will normally have two to three significant milestones
between the launching of the product development and the date when the success
criteria will be met. A milestone, i.e., an achievement plus a predefined time,
represents a point in the R&D cycle when a substantial review can take place by the
SMTeam.

Examples of possible action if a milestone is not reached at the stipulated time:
• Revision of the timelines.
• Reassignment of responsibility to a more appropriate product manager.
• Review of the resource allocation.
• Termination of the product R&D process.

A minimum of two and a maximum of three milestones must be defined for each
product’s total R&D cycle.

SECTION 3: RESOURCES

The resource section of the PMS will capture all relevant resources for each product,
whether they are coming through TDR or not

(items marked "**" will define the planned costs for the product in AMS)

** Operations
• Research contracts
• Other research costs

** Operational support

** P-Full Time Equivalents (P-FTE), by name

** G-Full time Equivalents (G-FTE), by name
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Indirect costs

Designated biennial resources from partners (coming through TDR)

Name of partners and amounts, direct {A-E} and indirect {F-G}

Biennial Resources from partners (not coming through TDR)

The donors requested at both the Paris Donor's meeting in 2001 and JCB(24), to
have some indication of the TDR leverage power, i.e., how much partners are
contributing outside of the TDR Trust Fund, e.g., through direct funding to country
projects, etc..

Product R&D -cycle resources

• Prior to 2000-01 TDR and partners
• 2000-01 TDR and Partners
• During the remaining R&D cycle by TDR and partners

Critical resource

A brief narrative analysis of what are the most critical resources determining the
progression of the product R&D.

SECTION 4: BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The background section captures other information relevant to the product.

History

A narrative description of the history of the product in TDR.

• Year started in TDR and how the decision to become involved emerged
• Names of TDR staff who have been involved
• Lead researchers who have been involved
• Critical decisions that were taken
• Crises and how these were overcome

Future

A narrative description of the product's future in TDR.

• Next steps in taking the product [output] into actual large-scale use and TDR’s
potential role

• Estimation of future costs involved
• Risks and assumptions

Sections 3 and 4 are mostly incomplete at this point. However, they are scheduled to be
completed over the next six months, i.e., from September 2002 to February 2003.
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ANNEX III.   POLICY FOR RECEIVING DESIGNATED FUNDING

(Replacing TDR/JCB(9)/86.7 Rev.1)

TDR is anticipated to shift from a predominantly undesignated funding base to one including
a significant proportion of income being designated.

1. Designated contributions can be received [in order of preference] against any disease,
expected results area, group of products, or individual products listed in the TDR Product
Portfolio Directory, whether these are listed with funding status ‘undesignated’ or ‘not-
funded’

2. Designations on part of the contributor cannot be made conditional of TDR providing
additional funds from undesignated contributions. However, a contributor can make
designation for full or part financing of product listed in the undesignated category.

3. The scientific independence of the STAC and the Steering Committees should not be
compromised.

4. Designations must contribute in full or proportionately to all cost elements of the disease,
expected results area, group of products, or products for which it is meant, i.e.
operations, personnel and operational support.

5. All designations must at an appropriate level, to be determined in each case by
programme management, contribute towards the indirect core costs represented in the
general programme activities of expected results area ‘F’ and ‘G’10.

6. Designations must be deposited in the TDR trust fund and interest earned will contribute
towards the indirect core costs as mentioned under item 5.

7. Separate financial and progress reporting on each designation should be limited to a
minimum and should follow established WHO/TDR practices.

8. Specific acknowledgement/recognition of funding source should be kept to a minimum
and will not be acceptable below the level of ‘Products’, i.e., not in relation to specific
projects or activities within a ‘product’.

                                                
10 The Expected Results are defined in the Strategy 2000-2005. “F” is Technical Information, Research Guidelines
and Instruments, and “G” is ‘Management’
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ANNEX IV.  PROCEDURES FOR BUDGET REVISION

(Replacing TDR/JCB(10)/87.9)

TDR prepares biennial programme budgets based on the principle of outputs (expected
results and products) rather than inputs (predefined resource envelopes or budget ceilings),
which was previously the case.  Control needs and research opportunities for each of the
target diseases, as well as research capacity strengthening needs are established,
prioritized, and organized by Expected Results11 in Strategic Emphases Matrices which form
integral parts of the Programme Budget presented to and approved by the JCB. These
strategic emphases are then translated into operational ‘products’ which, together, form the
actual work plan of the Programme.

The Programme Budget sets floors, i.e., a minimum budget for each Expected Result
comprising groups of products that are expected to be financed using forecasted
undesignated funding. Director, TDR, may wish to revise the budget during the course of
implementation based on availability of funds, needs, as well as research and development
opportunities. The following procedures shall apply to such revisions:

1. Adjustment of Expected Results floors, which are set in the Approved Programme Budget
as TDR’s minimum budget for each Expected Result, pending availability of undesignated
and other funding.

1.1 During the course of implementation, the Director may adjust the floors upwards or
downwards for the expected results areas, depending on the availability of
undesignated funding, while maintaining the relative distribution of floor levels
between expected results.  The Standing Committee shall be informed of such
adjustments as well as the basis on which the adjustments were made.  The
Director shall report at the first Standing Committee meeting following the
adjustment.

1.2 During the course of implementation, the Director may wish to shift undesignated
funding from one expected results area to another, i.e. shift the relative distribution
of the floors between expected results.  Revisions in excess of 10% of the floor
approved by the JCB for any expected result, shall require the concurrence of the
STAC and JCB Chairs and the Standing Committee.

2. Termination of products and inclusion of new products, which are within the strategic
emphases defined in the Approved Programme Budget

2.1 The Director may decide during the course of implementation to terminate products
already in the portfolio, which are found not to be viable. Budget freed up from such
termination shall be shifted to another product within the defined strategic
emphases. In case of designated funding, agreement for the new deployment of
resources shall be sought from the contributor, when required by the terms of
designation. The Standing Committee shall be informed of the decision made by the
Director as well as the justification for the same at its first meeting following the
decision.

                                                
11 The seven Expected Results, i.e., New Knowledge, New and Improved Tools, New and Improved Methods,
New and Improved Strategies and Policies, Partnership and Capacity Building, Technical Information, Research
Guidelines and Instruments, and Management are defined in the Strategy 2000-2005
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2.2 The Director may decide, based on control needs and scientific and funding
opportunities, to include new products during the course of implementation, which
are within the defined strategic emphases. The Standing Committee shall be
informed of the decision made by the Director as well as the justification for the
same at its first meeting following the decision.

3. Inclusion of new products, which are not within the strategic emphases defined in the
Approved Programme Budget

3.1 The Director may wish, during the course of implementation and based on control
needs and scientific and funding opportunities to include new products, which are
not within the strategic emphases. Inclusion of such products shall only be done with
concurrence of the STAC and JCB Chairs and the Standing Committee

4. All budget revisions made under the procedures described above shall be reported to the
STAC and the JCB at their next sessions.
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ANNEX V:   SAMPLE PRODUCT COSTING

BUDGET FOR PRODUCT XYZ

2002-2003 biennium 2004-2005 biennium Total R&D

Unit cost Units Sub-totals Totals Units Sub-totals Totals cycle

 Operation
Item 1 250,000 100,000

Item 2 100,000 50,000

Item3 35,000 0

Total Operations 385,000 150,000 535,000

 Personnel
P-staff (FTE) 303,000 0.2 60,600 0.1 30,300

G-Staff (FTE) 185,000 0.15 27,750 0.05 9,250

Total Personnel 88,350 39,550 127,900

 Operational support
TDR duty travel 15,000 5,000

Total Operational Support 15,000 5,000 20,000

Total Direct Costs 488,350 194,550

Indirect Costs (10% of total cost) 54,261 21,617

 Total Cost 542,611 216,167 758,778

 Financing
Source 1 300,000 200,000 500,000

Source 2 105,426 16,167 121,593

Source 3 137,185 0 137,185

0

 Financing gap 0 0 0
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ANNEX VI:   SAMPLE CONTRIBUTOR REPORT

Product Implementation Report.

Date:

Report to contributor:

Initials:

<Index> Product: <Descriptive title>

Expected Result Area:

Responsible Officer: Steering Committee:

Control need: R&D Product/Process

Success Criteria:

Success Criteria will be met: <Date>

Progress: MILESTONES Target date % Achieved

Milestone 1

Milestone 2

Milestone 3

Comments:

All the information in this table comes directly from the database (which is updated at least four times
per year)
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BUDGET IMPLEMENTATION REPORT FOR PRODUCT XYZ

Budget Biennium to date

Operation $ $

Personnel1 $ $

Operational support $ $

Total Direct Costs $ $

Total Indirect Costs $ $

Total Cost $ $

Financing

Source 1 $ $

Source 2 $ $

Source 3

Balance $ $


